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Quite apart from such a confession, it is surely evident that
one who could endeavour for years to establish to the Pope's
satisfaction, between the temporal and the spiritual, a dis-
tinction that would exclude him from the one and confine him
to the other, had failed to grasp the very elements of that
theory of Papal supremacy and of the whole of a system of
which he had been himself such a prominent exponent. It may
-seem hard to assert of Lamennais that he could discuss for
years without grasping the centre of an argument and without
realizing that he was arguing at complete cross-purposes, but
in this curious lack of reality may be found the explanation of
his comparative ineffectiveness.
4.   MONTALEMBERT AND THE CATHOLIC  VICTORY  OF   1852
In spite of the vital blow that was the loss of Lamennais,
Montalembert and his friends continued their campaign for
Church freedom.1 The Papacy, eager to show its appreciation
of that submission, closed its eyes to efforts which after all
might one day prove useful, and so the wearisome struggle was
resumed, and after a period of great confusion the opposition
of the early years began to die down and the wisdom of
Montalembert's policy to be admitted. He was at last listened
to ; bishop after bishop rallied to his side and a united Catholic
party was formed on the basis of claiming for the Church the
common rights of all citizens to write, move about, teach* " If
you cannot make the Catholic religion the .basis of your educa-
tional system," said Montalembert to the House of Peers in
1842, "then give us Catholics the freedom guaranteed by the
Charter of adopting for ourselves, outside your University,
that basis, that religion which at one time the Emperor sought
to impose upon you. , . . It is the right of the State to offer a
1 Charles de Montalembert (1810-1870): a hereditary member of the
House of Peers; member of the National and Legislative assemblies, in opposi-
tion after 1851. Chief works: Des Devoirs de$ Catholiques sur la Question de
la LibertS deFEnseignement (1843), Z>* FdvemrpolitijucdeTAngleterre (1855),
Les Moixes ^Occident (1860-1867), I'JSgA'sc libre dans FStat litre (1863),
Le Pape et la Pologne (1864), Biography by Lecanuet.

